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LIBRARY NEWS

4, Merits 3. 48% of RPS students recognised with awards

The end of the term is coming fast. All books from the
library will be due back on November 29th. Please check
your home for any readers and library books and return
them to the school as soon as you can. Overdue notices
will be sent out in the next few weeks. Anyone who
hasn't returned their library books by the 29th will have
to pay for the cost of the book.
Children will not be able to borrow from the
school library from December, but I encourage you to
visit your local public library during the school holidays. Not only can you borrow, books, dvds, magazines and toys for free, the libraries often have activities
for children during the holidays that are free or low cost.
Reading is a great skill to encourage so make sure your
children get the opportunity to do some reading in the
holidays.
Ms. Megaw.

ICAS Maths. High Distinctions 2, Distinctions 3, Credits
7, Merits 6. 45% of RPS students recognised with awards
The Australian Maths Competition are also held annually and are similar in concept to ICAS. Our 2019 school
results were;
Prize 1, High Distinction 3, Distinction 11, Credit 13. 73%
of RPS students recognised with awards
Based on their outstanding result, three students from
our school have been invited to attend the upcoming
2019 AMT awards ceremony in Adelaide. Congratulations to PRIYAL, Year 3, SAMIK , Year 3 and AMULLYA,
Year 6.
When asked about their achievement their responses
were;
“I like doing maths, I loved how hard the questions were
and I like to work things out” Priyal
“I like to challenge myself and I was very happy with my
result. I will do it again next year because I enjoy it!
“Samik.

Academic Success at Richmond Primary School

“I like to problem solve and spend time to work it out”
Amullya

Congratulations to the many Year 3 to 7 students who
were awarded certificates at our most recent assembly. Our school staff are extremely proud of every learner
It was a proud moment for these children to receive who participated in these competitions.
recognition for their academic success.
ICAS assessments are designed to recognise and reward
academic excellence. Every year over a million students
participate around the world. ICAS is designed to assess
students' ability to use higher-order thinking and problem-solving skills. Recently these tests have become
available on line and are administered at school on certain dates and under exam conditions. These tests cost
approximately $15 each and are designed to extend children who are ready to be extended. As a rule, children
who are achieving optimum scores for NAPLAN may be
encourage to participate.
It is pleasing to note our results continue to improve. A
summary below;
ICAS English. Distinctions 3, Credits 10, Merits 3. 67% of
RPS students recognised with awards.
ICAS Science. High Distinction 1, Distinctions 7, Credits

New Absentee Notification System at RPS
Please SMS:
0437 697 858
to notify the school if your child is absent for the day

Richmond Primary Music Program

“Playing music has been found to increase the volume and activity in the brain’s corpus callosum. This
may allow musicians to solve problems more effectively and creatively, in both academic and social
settings” Dr Anita Collins (featured in the ABC TV
program Don't Stop The Music.)

developing problem solving skill
listening and creating
engaging in physical, mental and emotional activity, all mixed together
counting and patterning, while reading a different language

In music at Richmond students are lucky to partici- Teamwork Learning – Band or Ensemble.
pate in:
In Band sessions students use the musical ‘toolkit’
Formal learning – Instrumental /class lessons.
to make music. They are:
In these lessons’ students build a ‘toolkit’ of skills
watching the conductor to create timing and
and knowledge to support their musical journey.
expression
They are:
counting and ‘feeling’ the beat while reading
Learning maths basics including complex
and playing rhythms,
counting, patterning, rhythm, speed and cause
listening to and supporting each other musically
and effect.
When these three types of learning are happening,
Using their body to create
they support student learning of literacy and nuLearning to read and interact in the language of
meracy in a way that is physical, emotional and very
music.
different to other learning activities. Students at
Richmond are creating pathways in their brain
Informal Learning – practice.
which help to speed the intake and deepen the unWhen students are on their own playing an instruderstanding and ability to solve problems.
ment, they are:
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